
Forms of Energy

1. Potential energy = the energy that is stored in an object due to its position 
relative to some zero position. 

2. Kinetic energy = the energy a body has because it is moving.
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E ≡ KE + PE = constant  (principle of conservation of energy)

3. Internal energy = U = sum of the energy of atoms and molecules



4. Chemical Energy = new molecular species formed = Echem

5. Nuclear Energy = formation of new atomic nuclei = Enuc

6. Electric Energy = electric dipole moment = Eel

7. Magnetic Energy = magnetic dipole moment = Emag

Total energy of a material body

E ≡ KE +PE + U + Echem + Enuc + Eel + Emag

In any practical process only a few of these terms are significant.

Three Fundamental Forces

• Gravitational
• Electromagnetic
• Nuclear



Electric and Magnetic Fields



Making Electricity

Electromotive cell (battery) – chemical 
reaction which results in the transfer of 
electrons. 

Electromagnetic induction -
production of an electromotive 
force (i.e., voltage) across an 
electrical conductor in a changing 
magnetic field.  



Fuel cell - an electrochemical cell 
that converts the chemical energy 
of a fuel (often hydrogen) and an 
oxidizing agent (often oxygen) into 
electricity through a pair of redox 
reactions.

Photovoltaic cell – light photons 
knock electrons free from atoms 
resulting in the flow of electrons.



Electromagnetic 
energy and the 
wave – particle 
duality of light



Quantifying Energy





Force = mass x 
acceleration

SI Unit → Newton

Newton’s First Law – a body in motion tends to remain in motion in a straight line 
unless acted upon by an unbalanced force.

Work = force x distance

Joule = force of 1 Nt applied 
over a distance of 1 m.



Work and Kinetic Energy

Work-energy theorem - the work done by the sum of all forces acting on a 
particle equals the change in the kinetic energy of the particle.

Kinetic Energy = ½ mass x velocity2

Potential energy (mgh) versus kinetic 
energy.

Friction - the force 
resisting the relative 
motion of solid surfaces, 
fluid layers, and material 
elements sliding against 
each other.

µ = coefficient of friction


